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Abstract 
This paper uses complex network analysis to research the internal structure of the 
relevant factors affecting employee green behavior (EGB) and apply to actual business 
operations based on the background of corporate sustainable development. The analysis 
is based on social network analysis (SNA) to find important factors affecting employee 
green behavior (EGB), and use cluster analysis to construct cohesive subgroups of 
influencing factors. Besides, further use cohesive subgroups to form an evaluation index 
system by a specific form- employee green behavior ability (EGBA), and combined VIKOR 
and Pythagorean Fuzzy Number (PFN) model to evaluate EGBA in the reality. The 
influencing factors of EGB mainly include 17 items, such as Support green behavior, Job 
satisfaction, Target consistency, living environment, Perceive green self-efficacy, etc. 
Among them, the degree of target consistency, the proportion of green knowledge, skills 
shared among organizations, the quality of employees’ personal traits, Individual 
education level and self-control ability have the greater impact. Further studying its 
inherent similarity, we found that these factors can be summarized into four major 
subgroups, of which subgroup four has the deepest influence. In order to present the 
abstract concept of EGB, we find it can be used in conjunction with specific evaluation 
methods through build an index system of the employee green behavior ability (EGBA). 
It is effective to grasp the green behavior and practical to the company. The research 
helps to expand the in-depth study of the influencing factors abut EGB, and helps 
managers to evaluate EGBA or promote the implementation of EGB in the organization 
for the company’s sustainable development. 
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1. Introduction 

The report of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China pointed out that my 
country’s economy is facing a transformation of development mode and growth momentum, 
optimizing economic structure. Since the reform up, country’s social and economic 
development has achieved world-renowned achievements, but problems have become 
increasingly prominent: greenhouse gas emissions, environmental degradation and global 
warming [1, 2]. The economic situation of many manufacturing enterprises is improving, while 
they are also facing resource constraints and environmental movements from the requirements 
of stakeholders in the economic market [3]. Organizational behaviorists have been paying 
attention to the sustainable development of organizations since the 1940s, and the public and 
stakeholders have also put pressure on corporate organizations, which forced them to consider 
adopting environmentally friendly practices [4]. Therefore, the issue of environmental 
protection has attracted the attention of enterprises. In response to the call, the enterprise has 
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introduced the green management model into the corporate governance system [5]. However, 
the implementation of the corporate system still depends on individual employees, which 
requires the participation and cooperation of employees, namely so-called employee green 
behavior [6]. 
Employee green behavior (EGB) refers to a series of behaviors shown by employees in the 
enterprise to protect the ecological environment and reduce the negative impact of personal 
activities on the natural environment. Many scholars have conducted research around this 
concept, and foreign scholars call it “pro-environmental behavior” (PEB) or “environmental 
organizational citizenship behavior” (OCBE). These concepts emphasize the extra 
voluntariness that is important for improving the environment [7, 8, 9]. 
Scholars at home and abroad have conducted research around this concept. The existing 
research can be divided into two perspectives, the internal perspective and the external 
perspective.  
First of all, from the internal perspective of individual employees, Moon et al. focused on the 
impact of human behavior on environmental degradation, and used the extended theory of 
planned behavior to summarize human self-control and self-efficacy perception, green 
attitudes and green responsibility awareness, which played a positive role in environmental 
protection [10]; Bamberg and Möser pointed out in their research that humans’ positive 
attitudes and intentions towards environmental protection will be more conducive to the 
generation of PEB [11]. After investigating 449 subjects, Graves et al. found that EGB is the 
behavioral process after their inner thinking, and it will be accompanied by the common 
influence of attitudes, self-standards, and perceived behavior control [12]. Using a combination 
of quantitative and qualitative methods, Sun et al. found that employees whether grassroots or 
senior employees, private companies or public institutions are more inclined to perform 
environmental behaviors if they are married, older, higher education level, and with high 
income satisfaction [13]. Chen et al. used the SEM model to prove the three factors that promote 
the environmental protection behavior of employees: environmental knowledge, 
environmental awareness and environmental concern [11]. On the basis of this research 
conclusion, Okumus et al. used actual data from hotel employees in Turkey and other countries 
to confirm that environmental attitudes and environmental intentions also affect employee 
environmental behaviors [15]. According to the experience of social cognitive theory: 
achievement, alternative learning, verbal encouragement and emotional guidance are regarded 
as key factors in the formation of self-efficacy. 
Then from an organizational or external point of view, Liberman and Trope used the time 
interpretation theory to conclude that the formulation of long- and short-term goals is more 
conducive to the perception of human environmental awareness [16]. Afsar et al. used 
empirical research methods to prove that spiritual leaders with altruistic thinking can guide 
employees to implement green behaviors in the organization, and added adjustment factors 
such as perception, environmental awareness, environmental enthusiasm, and instinctive 
motivation supported by the organization, the results all show it is positively significant [6, 17]. 
Afsar et al. also pointed out that: spiritual leadership can make subordinates feel the meaning 
and fun of work, thereby generating green passion, and further enable employees to perform 
corresponding green behaviors at work [6, 17]. Shamir et al. further showed through research 
that leaders can stimulate employees’ sense of self-efficacy through the above four elements, 
and then promote the implementation of EGB at work [40]. 
Though the above studies all explore the variables that affect EGB, the structural system 
between the variables is relatively loose, and the domestic research on this are still in the 
infancy, so it is necessary to organize and summarize the existing research to provide domestic 
scholars for research reference value. This paper uses social network analysis (SNA)- a 
quantitative analysis method developed by sociologists based on mathematical methods and 
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graph theory to study the status quo of influencing factors of EGB. By studying the network 
relationship, it helps to put the relationship between individuals. In recent years, this method 
has been used in fields such as occupational mobility, the impact of urbanization on individual 
happiness, the world politics and economic system, and international trade. Besides, we use 
cluster analysis to explore the internal connections between factors and make full use of the 
obtained cohesive subgroups, a multi-criteria group decision-making model is constructed on 
this basis to evaluate the ability of employees to implement green behaviors to further promote 
the sustainable development of the company. The specific content will be introduced below. 
The paper aims to achieve the following goals: 
•Using literature retrieval tools to sort out and summarize relevant literature on EGB. 
•Using SNA to construct a complex network to grasp the influencing factors and internal 
connections of EGB as a whole. 
•Using a multi-criteria group decision-making model to make a practical evaluation of the 
ability of employees to implement green behaviors. 
The rest of this paper continues as follows: Section two deals with the search of literature data 
related to employee green behavior, keyword analysis and construction of co-occurrence 
matrix. Section three uses social network analysis software to analyze the relevant 
characteristics of keyword data and analyze the inner connection of these keywords. Section 
four concretize the abstract employee green behavior into an evaluation of the employee green 
behavior ability, and use the evaluation method of fuzzy mathematics to prove the practicability 
of the model. The last section presents the conclusions and scope of future work. 

2. Research Scope and Data Sources 

In order to standardize the related literature on EGB, the literature research framework to be 
used is as follows: 
 

 
Figure 1. Document data processing flow 

2.1. Literature Search and Collation 
This research uses Web of Science, Scopus and CNKI as the retrieval platform, and uses “PEB”, 
“OCBE” and “employee green behavior” as abstracts in advanced retrieval. In order to further 
ensure the quality and reliability of the data, the Chinese literature sources check the “CSSCI” 
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and “core” journals for filtering search. After excluding data clearly irrelevant to the title, 76 
high-quality articles and 296 keywords published in 41 journals from 2007 to 2020 were finally 
selected. 
Import all the collected sample data into the comprehensive document management software-
Note Express, and draw the annual trend chart of the documents, as shown in Figure 2. Judging 
from the dotted trend line in the figure, the research trend on EGB at home and abroad is 
increasing year by year, and the number of posts is increasing. The period from 2007 to 2015 
was in a relatively gradual growth stage, and there has been a significant increase since 2015. 
 

 

Figure 2. Trend statistics of papers 

2.2. Analysis of Keyword Cloud Images 

 
Figure 3. Keyword cloud map analysis 

 
The 106 keywords are processed into a data format that can be recognized by the network 
analysis software Vosviewer, each keyword is a node, and the relationship in the same 
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document is processed as an edge, and the visual analysis graph obtained is shown in Figure 3. 
The position where each word appears represents a node, and the font size of the node and the 
distance from the rest of the nodes to the center node represent the importance of the keyword. 
The size of the node in the above figure is determined according to the degree value. The larger 
the degree value, the larger the node, which represents more related research on the topic. The 
network mainly revolves around “employee green behavior”, “performance”, “management”, 
“workplace”, “corporate social responsibility”, “sustainability”, and “human-resource 
management” is launched to provide reference and suggestions for the following research. 

2.3. Keyword Sorting and Statistics 
As shown in the figure above, a total of 106 keywords are summarized from the original 
literature. In view of the research needs, the keywords in the English literature are further 
translated to extract the influencing factors that researchers believe are related to the green 
behavior of employees. After obtaining the relevant data, perform preliminary processing of 
these keywords, and merge keywords that are synonymous with different words, for example: 
merge keywords such as “employee green behavior”, “employee environmental behavior” and 
“environmentally friendly behavior” into “employee green behavior”. After merging words with 
the same meaning, a total of 18 types of keywords are obtained. After further analysis, the 
thematic keyword “employee green behavior” is removed, and the remaining keywords are 
“living environmental (C1)”, “support green behavior (C2)”, “personal characteristics (C3)”, 
“organizational affiliation sense (C4)”, “follow with environmental regulations (C5)”, “target 
consistency (C6)”, “green knowledge and skills (C7)”, “job satisfaction (C8)”, “perceive pollution 
hazards (C9)”, “self-control ability (C10)”, “professional ethics (C11)”, “the initiative to 
participate in green training (C12)”, “sharing green knowledge and skills (C13)”, “education 
level (C14)”, “voluntary green behavior (C15)”, “perceive green self-efficacy (C16)” and “life 
positivity (C17)”. The corresponding frequencies are 64, 29, 25, 22, 21, 18, 16, 14, 14, 12, 11, 
10, 9, 9, 8, 4 and 3. 

2.4. Keyword Co-Occurrence Matrix 
Table 1. Keyword co-occurrence matrix table 

★ C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 

C1 64 3 7 4 4 3 3 4 3 2 2 2 3 8 3 3 1 
C2 3 29 3 5 3 6 3 7 9 4 5 1 3 2 1 6 5 
C3 7 3 25 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 3 6 3 2 1 
C4 4 5 3 22 3 5 2 5 4 1 6 1 2 1 2 5 5 
C5 4 3 2 3 21 3 2 2 3 6 3 5 3 1 6 1 0 
C6 3 6 1 5 3 18 0 4 5 2 8 2 3 3 1 7 5 
C7 3 3 2 2 2 0 16 0 4 2 1 2 5 1 1 3 4 
C8 4 7 2 5 2 4 0 14 7 1 8 1 0 1 3 9 5 
C9 3 9 1 4 3 5 4 7 14 2 4 1 1 0 0 5 4 
C10 2 4 2 1 6 2 2 1 2 12 2 1 1 0 6 1 1 
C11 2 5 3 6 3 8 1 8 4 2 11 0 0 0 0 5 4 
C12 2 1 2 1 5 2 2 1 1 1 0 10 0 1 5 1 0 
C13 3 3 3 2 3 3 5 0 1 1 0 0 9 0 1 1 0 
C14 8 2 6 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 9 1 1 1 
C15 3 1 3 2 6 1 1 3 0 6 0 5 1 1 8 1 1 
C16 3 6 2 5 1 7 3 9 5 1 5 1 1 1 1 4 4 
C17 1 5 1 5 0 5 4 5 4 1 4 0 0 1 1 4 3 
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Considering that the research was carried out around the influencing factors of EGB, the above-
mentioned standardized keywords were further processed, and the subject keyword of 
“employee green behavior” was removed. A total of 17 types of related influencing factors. 
Using NoteExpress software to analyze the co-occurrence matrix of these influencing factors, 
as shown in Table 1. 

3. Analysis of Social Network Structure Characteristics of Influencing 
Factors 

Social network refers to the collection of social actors and their relationships. A social network 
is a collection of points (social actors) and connections between points (relationships between 
actors) [22]. SNA is an important method for quantitative research on the network [30]. It uses 
graphs and matrices to represent social networks, and explores the overall influence of social 
networks and the degree of internal relevance of various factors. Social network analysis 
includes centrality analysis, cohesive subgroup analysis, correlation analysis, structural hole 
analysis, role analysis, and permutation-based statistical analysis. 
In recent years, SNA has become a relatively common research method for studying social 
processes and problems. The corresponding software includes UCINET, Citespace, NetMiner 3 
etc. [27, 44]. These visualization software analyze the data through the co-occurrence matrix, 
based on the methodological basis of the neighboring connection law and knowledge structure, 
to study the close relationship between objects, and to dig out the hidden useful knowledge. 
This article uses the most extensive visualization software UCINET to analyze the above co-
occurrence matrix [20, 23, 24, 25]. 

3.1. Overall Network Structure 
First, visually analyze the co-occurrence matrix of keywords according to the visual analysis 
software Netdraw that comes with UCINET [26, 28]. Before use it to analysis, the co-occurrence 
matrix needs to be preprocessed according to the requirements of the Netdraw software [27]. 
The main object of the preprocessing is the value of the diagonal elements. There are currently 
three processing methods: one is to maintain the attribute value of the element itself; the other 
is to add 1 to the maximum value of the row/column to which the element belongs, and then 
assign the value to the element on the diagonal to ensure the maximization of the 
autocorrelation relationship, but it does not consider the autocorrelation, and assigns all 
diagonal elements to 0. In order to reflect the characteristics of the matrix itself, the attribute 
values of the elements themselves are retained for visual analysis, as shown in Figure 4. The 
size of the node in the graph is determined according to the degree value of the keyword. The 
larger the degree value, the larger the node, which means that the keyword receives more 
attention. As can be seen from the figure, the research on EGB as a whole revolves around 
employee support for green behavior, employee personality characteristics, employee self-
control ability, employee perception of pollution hazards, education level, and consistency 
between employee goals and organizational goals [29]. 
Secondly, use the data obtained in the first step and bring it into UCINET to calculate the 
network density. Network density (density) characterizes the degree of density of the 
correlation between factors, and its value is the ratio of the number of relationships actually 
possessed to the maximum possible number of relationships in the entire network. The 
calculation formula is as follows: 

/ [ ( 1)]D n N N                                                                     (1) 
Where D represents the network density, n represents the number of relationships that actually 
exist in the entire network, and N represents the number of nodes that exist in the entire 
network. 
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It can be seen that the overall network density of this co-occurrence matrix is 2.3218. That is, 
each node in the network has an intersection with at least two other nodes. This data shows 
that the social network density of the research on the factors affecting EGB is at a relatively high 
level and the credibility is high. In order to understand the network more clearly and describe 
the internal connection of keywords, continue to analyze the important node indicators of the 
keyword network, the thickness of the line also represents the importance of the connection. 

 

 
Figure 4. Keyword relationship network diagram 

3.2. The analysis of point degree value 
 

Table 2. Analysis of point degree centrality value 
Number Label Degree NrmDegree Share 

1 Support green behavior 66.000 45.833 0.086 
2 Job satisfaction 59.000 40.972 0.077 
3 Target consistency 58.000 40.278 0.076 
4 living environment 55.000 38.194 0.072 
5 Perceive green self-efficacy 55.000 38.194 0.072 
6 Organizational belonging sense 54.000 37.500 0.071 
7 Perceive pollution hazards 53.000 36.806 0.069 
8 Professional ethics 51.000 35.417 0.067 
9 Follow with environmental regulations 47.000 32.639 0.062 

10 Personality traits 43.000 29.861 0.056 
11 Life positivity 41.000 28.472 0.054 
12 Green knowledge and skills 35.000 24.306 0.046 
13 Voluntary green behavior 35.000 24.306 0.046 
14 Self-control ability 34.000 23.611 0.045 
15 Education level 27.000 18.750 0.035 
16 Sharing green knowledge and skills 26.000 18.056 0.034 
17 Initiative to participate in green training 25.000 17.361 0.033 
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Figure 5. Distribution of point degree centrality value 
 

(1) The centrality of point degree 
The centrality of point degree refers to the co-occurrence of points or the performance of the 
total number of other points connected to the point. The higher the value, the higher the 
position in the network. Here, the co-occurrence matrix is imported into UCINET, and the point 
center degree of each node is shown in Table 5. In order to clearly know the distribution of the 
central value of each node point degree, it is presented in the form of Figure 5. It can be seen 
that the degree value of employees supporting green behavior in the research on the 
influencing factors of employee green behavior is 66, which means that it is similar to the other 
66 in the network. Keywords appear in at least one article at the same time. According to the 
chart, it can be seen that the research of these 17 keywords is the current main topic, and the 
node degree values are all greater than 25. 
 

Table 3. Analysis of betweenness centrality values 
Number Label Betweenness nBetweenness 

1 Support green behavior 2.333 0.972 
2 Job satisfaction 0.944 0.394 
3 Target consistency 0.944 0.394 
4 living environment 0.611 0.255 
5 Perceive green self-efficacy 0.444 0.185 
6 Organizational belonging sense 0.333 0.139 
7 Perceive pollution hazards 0.111 0.046 
8 Professional ethics 0.111 0.046 
9 Follow with environmental regulations 0.111 0.046 

10 Personality traits 0.111 0.046 
11 Life positivity 0.111 0.046 
12 Green knowledge and skills 0.000 0.000 
13 Voluntary green behavior 0.000 0.000 
14 Self-control ability 0.000 0.000 
15 Education level 0.000 0.000 
16 Sharing green knowledge and skills 0.000 0.000 
17 Initiative to participate in green training 0.000 0.000 
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Figure 6. Distribution of betweenness centrality value 
 

(2) The centrality of betweenness 
The centrality of betweenness refers to the number of times a node in the network connects the 
shortest distance bridge between two other nodes. The higher the value, the greater the 
possibility that other nodes in the network are connected through this node [30]. 
The measurement formula is as follows: 

( )n n
kj

i
j k kj

F i
B

F
                                                                             (2) 

Among them, iB represents the betweenness centrality of the node i , ( )kjF i represents the 
number of shortcuts between point k and point j through point, and jkF represent the number of 
shortcuts between point and point j , where k j i  . 
According to the contents of Table 3 and Figure 6, although the keyword of active participation 
in green training has a low centrality value of point degree, the between centrality value is in a 
higher position, and it has the strong ability to co-occur with other keywords. 
(3) Close degree to the center 
Proximity centrality measures how far a node iC is from other nodes in the network. The closer 
a keyword is to other keywords, the greater its proximity center degree. The proximity center 
degree can be divided into two types: proximity in-degree and proximity-out degree. The 
calculation methods of the two are opposite, and the numerical value is in the order of 
magnitude. It is also quite the opposite, the calculation formula is as follows [30]. 

( )

( )
( ) 1

1
out

in
j in i

C j
C i

n

 
                                                                 (3) 

( )

( )
( ) 1

1
in

out
j out i

C j
C i

n

 
                                                                (4) 

Where i represents the adjacent point i of the node and i j . 
According to Table 4, when these keywords have a higher close-in degree value, the close-in 
degree value is lower. The highest inward proximity of the living environment is 100, and the 
lowest outward proximity is 2.882. Keywords supporting green behavior, personality 
characteristics, sense of belonging to the organization, compliance with environmental 
regulations, consistency of goals, green knowledge and skills, job satisfaction and perceived 
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pollution hazards are the second highest inward proximity, and the remaining keywords are 
inward proximity. The values are all lower than 10, which is at a low level. 
 

Table 4. Analysis table of close centrality value 
Number Label inCloseness outCloseness 

1 Support green behavior 100.000 5.882 
2 Job satisfaction 50.000 6.250 
3 Target consistency 33.333 6.667 
4 living environment 25.000 7.143 
5 Perceive green self-efficacy 19.753 7.692 
6 Organizational belonging 14.286 8.333 
7 Perceive pollution hazards 12.500 8.333 
8 Professional ethics 12.403 9.091 
9 Follow with environmental regulations 10.959 11.111 

10 Personality traits 9.938 12.500 
11 Life positivity 7.656 14.286 
12 Green knowledge and skills 7.143 16.327 
13 Voluntary green behavior 7.111 14.159 
14 Self-control ability 6.667 14.286 
15 Education level 6.667 24.615 
16 Sharing green knowledge and skills 6.250 50.000 
17 Initiative to participate in green training 5.882 84.211 

3.3. Clustering Network Analysis 

 
Figure 7. Keyword cluster map 

 
After generating the co-occurrence matrix of keywords, the keywords are clustered to form 
corresponding cohesive subgroups. The cohesive subgroup is a cluster of actors. The actors in 
this set have relatively strong, direct and close relationships. The advantage of positive or 
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positive relationship is that it can simplify the complex overall social network structure and 
enable researchers to find the substructures and their mutual relationships contained in the 
network. The convergent correlations iterative correlation convergence method (CONCOR) in 
UCINET can be used for cluster analysis. In order to turn the matrix data into a numerical value 
that can be run by cluster analysis, the data needs to be divided into two groups, and 2, 3, 4, and 
5 are selected as the cut-off value of the data. That is, such as the number greater than 5 is 
assigned the value 1, and the number less than or equal to 5 is assigned a value of 0. After 
selecting 2, 3, 4, and 5 as the cut-off value, we refer to the overall network density level and 
select the most ideal 4 as the cut-off value. The halving matrix is shown in Table 5. Further 
operation “network”-“subgroup”-“cliques” to get the following keyword cluster map. 
The finer the division, the greater the number of condensed subgroups. In order to classify 
clearly, the last vertical line is used as the dividing standard. It can be seen from Figure 7 that 
there can be a total of four agglomerated subgroups, and the relationships among members of 
the subgroups are close. The specific subgroup members are shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Analysis results of cohesive subgroups of influencing factors of EGB 
Subgroup division Membership 

Subgroup 1 green knowledge and skills; sharing of green knowledge and skills 
Subgroup 2 living environment; personality characteristics; education level 

Subgroup 3 
initiative to participate in green training; self-control ability; 

follow with environmental regulations; voluntary green behavior 

Subgroup 4 
perceive pollution hazards; job satisfaction; professional ethics; goal consistency; 

organizational belonging; support for green behavior; perceive green self-
efficacy; life positivity 

4. Importance Analysis of Factors Affecting EGB and Feasibility Evaluation 

4.1. Analysis of the Importance of Influencing Factors 
Further analyze the importance of the factors influencing EGB, and objectively evaluate the 
node centrality index obtained by social network analysis. The evaluation method here is 
promoted on the basis of the weighted operator proposed by Zhang, which is close to the center. 
The reason to is select the point-in proximity, one is that the point-in proximity is already 
considered in the calculation formula of the point-in proximity, and the other is that the point-
in proximity can better reflect the access relationship of the node, that is, other points perceive 
the importance of the node [30]. 
The specific weighting calculation formula is as follows: 

     1 1 1

(1 )
max max max

i i i
n n n
i i i i i i

A B C

A B C
    

  

    
                                    (5) 

Among them, the value of  , ,  and +  is between 0 and 1. 
Use the above formula to obtain the degree of importance of each influencing factor and each 
agglomerated subgroup, and after further standardization list the data in Table 6: 
In the above chart, the importance of subgroup 4 is the highest, with a weight of 0.4854; the 
subgroup 3 is 0.2496. Among the influencing factors, the more important ones are living 
environment factors that have the greatest impact on employees, with a proportion of 0.1043; 
the weight of supporting green behavior is 0.0854; the weight of initiative to participate in 
green training is 0.828; the perception of pollution hazards is 0.0628; the weight of goal 
consistency and organizational belonging is equal to 0.0608 and the weight of job satisfaction 
is 0.0606. It can be seen that when the influencing factor of EGB focus on the impact of the 
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external environment and whether the employees’ sense of subjective gain is strong play a key 
role in the implementation of EGB in the enterprise. 
 

Table 6. Weight distribution table 
subgroup Weight of subgroup influencing factor Weight of factor 

Subgroup 1 0.0692 
Support green behavior 0.0400 

Job satisfaction 0.0292 

Subgroup 2 0.1958 
Target consistency 0.1043 
living environment 0.0560 

Perceive green self-efficacy 0.0355 

Subgroup 3 0.2496 

Organizational belonging 0.0828 
Perceive pollution hazards 0.0580 

Professional ethics 0.0518 
Follow with environmental regulations 0.0570 

Subgroup 4 0.4854 

Personality traits 0.0628 
Life positivity 0.0606 

Green knowledge and skills 0.0505 
Voluntary green behavior 0.0608 

Self-control ability 0.0608 
Education level 0.0854 

Sharing green knowledge and skills 0.0659 
Initiative to participate in green training 0.0387 

4.2. Formation of the Evaluation Index System 
Analyze each subgroup in detail, and combine the content of the subgroup to name the four 
types of subgroups into four dimensions: 
(1) Knowledge and skill dimension: 
Existing research suggests that personal factors constitute the main proximate cause that 
affects EGB. The individual’s knowledge and skills directly determine the success of an 
employee’s implementation of a certain behavior in the enterprise [17, 31]. This conclusion is 
relevant to the content of the first subgroup of this article. Therefore, the mastery of green 
knowledge and skills and the sharing of green knowledge and skills are classified as the 
knowledge and skill level. 
(2) Personality characteristic dimension: 
This subgroup mainly includes three categories: living environment, personality characteristics 
and education level. The so-called personal characteristics are the internal world of employees, 
which mainly include personal values, birth background, education level, moral obligations etc. 
[4, 32]. Personal value can help employees determine acceptable behavior patterns and play 
the role of normative guidance; birth background and education level lay the quality foundation 
for behavior; other researchers believe that moral responsibility or personal norms and moral 
obligations are unique intent predictor. Therefore, this subgroup can be referred to as the 
dimension of personality characteristics [33, 34]. 
(3) Practical activity dimension: 
This subgroup includes: initiative to participate in green training, self-control ability, 
compliance with environmental regulations and voluntary green behaviors. Practice behavior 
is a realistic level of assessment. At present, the measurement of green behavior tends to dig 
out some typical and representative green practices of employees in the organization [35]. 
Common green behaviors can be manifested as the following behaviors: double-sided printing; 
sharing green knowledge with colleagues; in order to avoid using the free paper; always turn 
off the computer and use the network to transfer files at any time. The above four items are 
close to practical activities, so they are summarized in the dimension of practical activities. 
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(4) Emotional awareness dimension: 
The main content of the emotional awareness dimension is as follows: perception of pollution 
hazards, job satisfaction, professional ethics, goal consistency, organizational belonging, 
support for green behavior, perception of green self-efficacy and enthusiasm for life etc. [36, 37, 
38]. Researchers believe that attitudes or emotions are key predictors of green behavior. When 
the relevant cognitive beliefs cannot explain the behavioral intentions, it can fully explain the 
behavioral intentions. After making a promise, people tend to think about how others view 
themselves, so they may change their self-concepts to act on the promise. Rahman and Reynolds 
confirmed that the commitment to the environment can predict the individual’s established 
green behavior and their future green behavior intentions, and the commitment comes from 
employee cognitive awareness. Therefore, keywords related to employee awareness can be 
grouped into this category. 
Comsidering the practicality of cohesive subgroups, the abstract concept of employee green 
behavior is concreted here to further explore the level of corporate employees’ green behavior 
ability. With the mentioned dimensional division, we further establish an evaluation index 
system for employee green behavior ability (EGBA). As shown in Table 7. 
 

Table 7. The evaluation index table of EGBA 

Index dimension Index name Index 
weight 

Knowledge and skills 
(KS) 

The strength of employees’ knowledge and skills on 
environmental protection (KS1) 

0.0400 
 

Employees’ active degree of sharing green knowledge and skills 
within the organization (KS2) 0.0292 

Personality 
characteristics (QC) 

Correctness of employee values (QC1) 0.0560 
Employee education level (QC2) 0.0355 

The friendliness of the staff living environment (QC3) 0.1043 

Practical activities (PB) 

The intensity of employees’ implementation of green behaviors 
at work (PB1) 

0.0828 

The extent to which employees strictly abide by the rules and 
regulations (PB2) 0.0518 

The degree of employee self-behavior control (PB3) 0.0580 
Employees' initiative to participate in green training (PB4) 0.0828 

Emotional awareness 
(CE) 

Strength of employees’ sense of professional ethics (CE1) 0.0505 
Strength of employee sense of belonging (CE2) 0.0608 

Strength of consistency between employee goals and 
organizational goals (CE3) 0.0608 

Intensity of employees’ perception of environmental pollution 
(CE4) 

0.0628 

Employees’ support for green behaviors (CE5) 0.0854 
Perceived intensity of employees’ green self-efficacy (CE6) 0.0659 

Intensity of employees’ active life (CE7) 0.0387 
Intensity of employee job satisfaction (CE8) 0.0606 

4.3. Selection of Evaluation Method 
In recent years, multi-attribute decision-making methods have been widely used in real life, 
such as supplier selection, energy efficiency of buildings, and few studies on green management 
have adopted the multi-attribute decision-making (MCDM) method. Common decision-making 
methods include AHP, TOPSIS, VIKOR, BWM etc. [14, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44] AHP can solve complex 
problems by dividing them into multiple levels, and then use the comparison between each 
alternative to obtain priority weights and consistency ratios. TOPSIS found the solution closest 
to the best solution and the worst solution. In recent years, due to the complexity of the 
decision-making environment, these methods have been combined with fuzzy sets and 
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developed into fuzzy AHP, fuzzy BWM and fuzzy TOPSIS [44, 45]. Therefore, taking into account 
the complexity of the decision-making environment and the preferences of decision-makers, 
and improving the data analysis research methods used in the field of green management in the 
past. This paper adopts a vague VIKOR method to evaluate EGBA. 
VIKOR was proposed by a foreign scholar Opricovic [42, 46]. It has become one of the most 
commonly used decision-making methods in recent years by simply and intuitively expressing 
the distance between the alternative plan and the ideal plan. The VIKOR method assumes that 
the compromise solution is acceptable to decision makers, and its accuracy and completeness 
are one of the reasons why we chose this solution. Regarding the selection of fuzzy numbers, 
this paper considers the actual needs of MCDM to select Pythagorean fuzzy sets [18, 47]. 
Pythagoras fuzzy number (PFN) is widely used as a new generalized fuzzy number [48, 49]. 
PFN is an extension of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (IFN), and their algorithms are 
interoperable [25, 39, 50, 51]. The latter is characterized by membership degree and non-
membership degree, and satisfies the condition that the sum of the square of its membership 
degree and non-membership degree is less than or equal to 1. Obviously, PFN has greater 
modeling capabilities than IFN. Combine the two to form a PFN-VIOKR evaluation model. The 
basic concepts and evaluation steps are explained below: 
Definition 1. Let X be a set in any range, the Pythagorean fuzzy number set P can be expressed 
as: 

    , ,P PP x x x x X                                                                    (6) 

Among them,  : 0,1P X  represents the degree of membership,  : 0,1P X  represents the degree of 
non-membership, element x X , and both meet the conditions      2 2

0 1P Px x    .The degree of 

hesitation can be expressed as      
1

2 2 21P P Px x       
. 

Suppose there are two Pythagorean fuzzy sets  1 1 1,P   and  2 2 2,P   , then: 
Definition 2. The distance between the two can be expressed as: 

   2 2 2 2 2 2
1, 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

1

2
d P P                                                          (7) 

There are also rules for the operation of the two Pythagorean fuzzy sets: 

 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2,P P P                                                               (8) 

 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2,P P P                                                               (9) 

 21 1 , ,    0P R and
            

 
                                          (10) 

 2=P , 1 1 ,    0P R and
         

 
                                            (11) 

   1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2P , , , ,   P ,      P if P must meet and                                        (12) 

Definition 3. For a Pythagorean fuzzy number set  ,P   , the score function can be calculated 
according to the following rules [52]: 

         
2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2

2 * 1 2 * 2
SS P

   
      

   
 

                                           (13) 

Among them, the increase or decrease of  SS P depends on μ and v,    2 2 2 22 2        is a 
monotonically increasing function of 2 2  . 21  plays a certain role in ensuring the non-zero 
nature of the denominator. The comparison rule of this function is the same as the above 
principle, and it is prepared for future research. 
After comprehensive consideration, the specific evaluation steps of PFN-VIOKR are as follows: 
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Step 1: The first step is to ask each decision maker to express his or her opinion. They can fill in 
the corresponding language variables in the evaluation position according to their own 
preferences and form a decision matrix. The evaluation scale of fuzzy language is shown in 
Table 8. 
 

Table 8. Language Evaluation Scale 
Language variable PFN 

Very very low (VVL) P (0.20,0.98) 
Very low (VL) P (0.25,0.87) 

Low (L) P (0.36,0.80) 
Lower (ML) P (0.40,0.70) 

Equal (A) P (0.50,0.55) 
Slightly higher (MH) P (0.65,0.45) 

High (H) P (0.70,0.40) 
Very high (VH) P (0.87,0.35) 
Quite high (AH) P (0.98,0.20) 

 
Step 2: Convert linguistic variables into Pythagorean fuzzy number sets. 
Step 3: Combine the opinions of each expert into one to construct the Pythagorean Fuzzy 
Weighted Average (PFWA) operator, which is calculated as follows: 

1 2 2
1 1( , , , ) ( 1 (1 ( ) ) , ( ) )t t

ij ij

k k t k t
ij ij ij ij t tr PEWA r r r                                                (14) 

Among them 1,2, ,  ;  1, 2, ,  ;  1,2, ,i m j n t k       , t represents the weight of evaluation experts. 

Step 4: Then choose the positive ideal and negative ideal solutions according to the following 
conditions: 

       max

;
    cos    min

   1, 2, , ; 1,2, , .
       min

;
    cos    max

ij
i

j
ij

i

ij
i

j
ij

i

if it is a benefit index then r

P
if it is a t index then r

i m j n
if it is a benefit index then r

P
if it is a t index then r






 
  

 


   



                     (15) 

Step 5: Different from the original VIKOR method, the general Pythagorean fuzzy ordered 
weighted standardized distance operator (GPFOWSD) is used to calculate the group utility, 
individual utility and "value": 

 
1

1 1 1 1
( , , , , , , ) ( ) , 1, 2, ,  

n

i j i i ij j jj
S GPFOWSD P P r P P r w d i m


   


                             (16) 

1
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j

R w d i m


                                                                (17) 
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i i

i

S S R R
Q

S S R R
 

 

 

 
  

 
                                                        (18) 

Where jw represents the corresponding weight of the standard, jd and is the ratio of 1( , )ijd P r  and 
1 1( , )d P P  .  0,1  , the specific value is determined by the decision maker.  is a compromise 

coefficient  0,1  and is usually 0.5. The compromise solution is stable in the decision-making 
process. It may be: “vote by majority rule” (greater than 0.5), or “by consensus” (equal to 0.5), 
or “have the right to veto” (less than 0.5). 
Step 6: Arrange the obtained iS and iR into a table in descending order. 
Step 7: Sort the calculated descending order according to the lowest value iQ and select the best. 
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4.4. Case Analysis 
In order to verify the effectiveness of the evaluation model, we evaluate a real example of an 
industrial manufacturing company, which has the highest pollution index according to the 
corporate environmental disclosure index released by the 172 listed companies on the 
Shanghai Stock Exchange through official channels. Then, due to the marketing department, the 
R&D department and the production department are vital departments within the enterprise, 
we selected their employees. The number of evaluated employees in each department is 
selected based on the proportion of each department in the enterprise. To facilitate the 
presentation of data for evaluation, we selected a total of 7 employees. Among them, there are 
two members from the marketing department, three members from the R&D department and 
two members from the production department. Firstly, let them fill in subjective green 
information based on the questionnaire issued. Secondly, three senior management experts 
with rich evaluation experience were selected. Their working years are 12, 24 and 28 
respectively. Service time determines the importance of experts in the decision-making process. 
The priority of experts is given according to the method proposed by Kabir et al [50]. The 
specific degree of importance is shown in Table 9 below: 
 

Table 9. Score of work years 
Work years Scores 

≥30 5 
20-29 4 
10-19 3 

6-9 2 
≤5 1 

 
Therefore, the corresponding expert weights are: 3/11 = 0.272, 4/11 = 0.364, 4/11 = 0.364. 
Experts evaluate each employee in turn, combine the evaluation results and expert weights, and 
obtain the positive ideal solution (PFPIS) and negative ideal solution (PFNIS) of the 
Pythagorean fuzzy number through formula (15). It is known that all indicators are Is a positive 
indicator, and then use formulas (16)-(18) to calculate aS , aR and aQ . Let 1,  0.5   , get the final 
ranking value of the 7 employees, as shown in Table 10, according to the Q value sorting, the 
ranking of the green behavior ability of the 7 employees can be obtained in the order of

4 7 6 3 2 1 5A A A A A A A      . It shows that among its 7 employees, the environmental protection ability 
is the best, and the company can encourage other employees to learn and improve according to 
its practices. 
 

Table 10. Sorting table 
Number   S Rank   R   Rank   Q   Rank 

A1 0.5775 5 0.0854 7 0.6815 6 
A2 0.5463 2 0.0837 6 0.5365 5 
A3 0.5727 4 0.0772 4 0.4979 4 
A4 0.5551 3 0.0607 1 0.1022 1 
A5 0.6674 7 0.0818 5 0.9265 7 
A6 0.6194 6 0.0615 2 0.3472 3 
A7 0.5263 1 0.0659 3 0.1057 2 

4.5. Discussion and Research Implications 
In this paper, the method of SNA is used to consider the influencing factors of employee green 
behavior, analyze the key characteristics of each influencing factors and use the UCINET 
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software to analyze the internal relationship between the factors. Through the idea of 
comprehensive weighting, the importance of each influencing factor is calculated by using the 
node centrality, intermediate centrality and proximity centrality of each factor. According to 
the calculation results, we found that subgroup four has the highest proportion and contains 
the most influencing factors. Among the influencing factors, the degree of target consistency 
has the greatest influence, with a proportion of 0.1043. The proportion of green knowledge and 
skills shared among organizations is the second, with 0.0659. The quality of employees’ 
personal traits has a higher impact, with 0.0628. Individual education level and self-control 
ability have the same influence, accounting for 0.0608. The proportion of employees' positive 
degree of life is 0.0606. Among the other influencing factors, the perception of pollution hazards, 
the friendliness of the living environment, personal professional ethics and conscious 
compliance with rules and regulations also account for more than 0.05. The importance of the 
remaining influencing factors is between 0.02-0.04. It can be seen from this that when 
employees are truly integrated into the collective, they will wholeheartedly consider for the 
company. A high degree of self-consciousness and the correct guidance of the external 
environment will prompt them to implement green behaviors in their work. 
After deriving the internal connection and importance of influencing factors, in order to 
concretely present the abstract concept of employee green behavior, we adopted a multi-
attribute decision-making method to evaluate the employee green behavior ability and use an 
example to verify the practicability of the model. According to the above research results, we 
can conclude the following implications: 
(1) Theoretical implication: 
First of all, this research attempts to use social network analysis for the first time, sorting out 
the influencing factors of EGB and exploring their inner connections, which enriches the 
research horizons of EGB. 
Secondly, to embody the green behavior of abstract concepts, further use the obtained cohesive 
subgroups to construct an evaluation index system for employee green behavior ability (EGBA), 
and combine the PFN and VIKOR methods to propose a new evaluation model to prioritize 
EGBA Rank ranking, and the innovation of this research method effectively combines subjective 
and objective evaluation, thus providing many valuable insights for the research of green 
management. 
(2) Practical implication: 
First of all, this research adopts a novel research method to clarify the factors that affect EGB, 
including the four dimensions of knowledge and skills, personality characteristics, practical 
activities, and emotional awareness. Managers can use this to further understand the important 
driving factors of EGB, and can strive to strengthen these important driving forces in 
organizational activities, thereby encouraging the implementation of EGB. 
Secondly, this evaluation framework provides help for managers to consider differences in 
employee abilities, and can emphasize individual differences within the scope of the 
organization to motivate employees more. 
Thirdly, it provides managers with a detailed list, which is beneficial to the human resource 
management. Human resource management is an important part of the management system 
and has been proven to have a positive impact on the results of individuals and organizations. 
The part of the evaluation research can be linked to recruitment, green-related training, 
performance evaluation, rewards and promotion, which helps to improve the green human 
resource system. Through training to improve employees’ green ability, through training to 
improve employees’ knowledge level and improve employees’ behavior or awareness of green 
responsibility, performance evaluation and promotion can enable employees to actively 
participate in the environmental protection process. 
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5. Conclusion 

Advocating and following the green concept can effectively promote the sustainable 
development of the organization. The green behavior of employees is directly related to 
whether the company can achieve the goal of green development. Although this research is 
novel, it still has many limitations. First of all, the selection of documents is only for a part of 
high-quality journals, and there are still many documents that have not been considered. 
Moreover, the selection of the evaluation sample is only for a single enterprise, and whether it 
is universal remains to be studied. Besides, the expert data given at the time of evaluation 
cannot guarantee its full objectivity. Therefore, follow-up research can choose more literature 
to conduct research and employees of different companies to participate in the evaluation, and 
expand the sample size. Secondly, the selection of the evaluation index system in this paper is 
carried out through software analysis. Subsequent research can ensure the perfection of the 
evaluation system in different ways, considering whether there is internal correlation between 
the standards. 
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